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Introduction

Going direct to consumer means exactly that; cutting out the middlemen 
and selling products and services directly to your consumers. 

To some, this can be as simple as setting up as a seller on Amazon 
Marketplace. For most, it’s a bolder, more strategic move to escape 
margin pressure, avoid being left out of the data loop and, most 
importantly, create new value around service and experience for 
the consumer.

Brands taking this approach are revolutionizing the way consumers 
purchase products, disrupting traditional distribution models - or 
indeed reinventing long-forgotten ones -  in the process.

There are definite opportunities 
for brands of any size, history 
and retail category.

In 2019, the DTC space is only set to grow. Many legacy brands 
are embracing the direct approach and dropping supplier links, 
while digitally-native brands look to incorporate physical retail in 
their strategies.

In this guide, we’ll define these, analyze the global consumer trends 
that are driving the shift in 2019, and offer practical advice on how to 
go direct.

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2018/12/04/a-look-ahead-trends-driving-brands-to-prioritize-direct-to-consumer-in-2019/
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What do we know about today’s consumer?

01 They’re taking charge of their purchase journey.

Search engines are now the primary brand discovery channel at 37%, 
and 52% use them for brand and product research.

02 They want authentic brand experiences.

27% want their favorite brands to improve their knowledge and skills, 
and 22% use ad-blockers as they feel too many ads are annoying 
or irrelevant.

03 They love to use brand sites.

55% visited a brand’s website last month, and 32% carry out research 
on product or brand sites before making a purchase.

04 Online reputation is crucial in driving purchases.

36% say customer reviews would increase their likelihood of buying 
a product, while 21% say likes or good comments on a brand’s 
social profile would do so.

05 Social commerce is on the rise.

29% say researching or finding products to buy is their main reason 
for using social media, and 25% follow brands they’re thinking of buying 
something from.

https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/the-rise-of-the-ad-blocker-infographic
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What does this tell us?

Consumer behaviors and expectations are changing.

In 2019, they want brands to take an active role in their lives, adopting 
an authentic and personalized one-to-one approach.

And with consumers taking control of their purchase journey - with a 
special focus on search engines, brand websites and social commerce 
- there’s a huge opportunity for brands to take charge of their story and 
foster lasting relationships.

https://blog.globalwebindex.com/marketing/authentic-marketing/
https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/personalized-marketing-101
https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/customer-journey-mapping-guide
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Why brands are 
going direct to 
consumer
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‘Direct to consumer’ has proven itself to be far more than a buzzword 
or fleeting trend - the model appears to be here to stay. But is it a viable 
option for all brands? And why is it taking such a strong hold on the 
retail world?

Then vs. now

Consumers have never had more control over brand relationships and 
purchase journeys than they do today.

With more time than ever being spent online, and on a wider range 
of devices and platforms, they’re spoilt for choice.

There’s now a growing need for brands to deliver better quality and more 
tailored marketing - not only in order to reach their target consumers, but 
to avoid wasting spend on the wrong channels, putting their efforts and 
spend where it actually counts.

So how can they go about this?

To reach consumers effectively in 2019, it’s up to brands to meet their 
expectations, both in terms of product quality and innovation, as well as 
the brand-consumer relationship and commerce experience.

According to Luke Large, Senior Consultant at Capgemini, “In 2019, DTC 
will disrupt physical retail, and mass personalisation will finally become a 
reality. We will see a rise of the subscription model for those items ‘you 
don’t want to think about’. The trust between the consumer and retailer 
will be key in this relationship. 

https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/commerce
https://www.dtcdaily.com/2019/01/dtc-continues-rise-2019/
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“Retailers will have to ensure they are promoting data transparency, 
informing consumers of exactly what the data will be used for. Retailers 
and consumer goods companies will also look to use this data for hyper-
personalisation, whether that is for offers or products.”

The direct to consumer model naturally encapsulates many of these 
new consumer expectations, like authenticity and personalization.

This makes it the perfect approach 
for brands looking to compete.

The benefits and challenges

Any brand looking to move towards a DTC model should be well aware of 
the many benefits and challenges the strategy presents.

So beyond hopefully-increased sales numbers, what’s in it for retail 
brands or services? And what could stand in the way of success?

Meeting consumer expectations.

Benefit: Your customers’ habits and requirements are in constant 
evolution. Staying on top of these changes will enable you to truly engage 
them in the right way, at the right time, in the right place.
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Challenge: In order to trust the consumer insights you’re building your 
strategy on, you must be able to trust the data they’re born from. Always 
look to the research and methodology behind your data collection to 
ensure it’s of the standard you need.

Taking control of the purchase journey 
and supply chain.

Benefit: With the power of your sales funnel in your hands, you get a true 
view of how your efforts are paying off. And by incorporating a reliable 
source of behavioral and motivational data, you can ensure your purchase 
journey exactly matches what your target consumers want.

Challenge: When you have control of your consumers’ purchase journey, 
you’re also responsible for making sure it’s optimized. Be sure to map 
their journeys and see what touchpoints are the most crucial for your 
company to meet them at.

Building and owning consumer relationships.

Benefit: Our research shows more than half of consumers now visit brand 
sites, showing their eagerness to access a brand’s story and product 
selection without having to use a third party. It also means you can build 
and nurture these relationships directly. 

Challenge: It’s not enough to have an attractive brand site that shows off 
your products nicely. 26% of consumers now want their favorite brands 
to improve their knowledge or skills, proving that in 2019, the brand-
consumer relationship must evolve into a back-and-forth exchange that 
always leaves the consumer with something of concrete value.

https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/creating-consumer-insight-ebook
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/marketing/consumer-journey-mapping/
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/marketing/consumer-journey-mapping/
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Making DTC work is all about building 
scale. You need high market share within 
a category - in some cases achieved by 

unlocking loyalty on repeat purchases. To 
do this, your value proposition needs to be 

clear and compelling: why should this person 
invest in a relationship with you?

Sandy Livingstone, Head of Consumer Products at GlobalWebIndex
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Taking charge of your customer service.

Benefit: According to a CEI survey, 86% of buyers will pay more for a 
better customer service experience, proving the importance of opening 
the communication channels with consumers. By allowing your customers 
a direct line of communication with your brand, you’re proving yourself as 
an authentic and open brand that isn’t afraid to face any problems, issues 
or negative feedback head-on.

Challenge: Revamping your customer service can be labor-intensive and 
costly - especially if it has been outsourced before or has never been a 
major priority for the business. 

Cutting down on costs.

Benefit: A DTC model offers you the chance to decrease your running 
costs. Not having external middle men means you can take full control of 
your budget on your own brand communications, products and services.

Challenge: Building scale is no easy feat. Without an in-depth 
understanding of your target consumers and an expertly-communicated 
value proposition, your efforts could fall on deaf ears. 

Challenging new, digitally-native brands.

Benefit: Until now, the DTC world has primarily been populated by 
challenger brands who, unlike many legacy brands, have been part of the 
online universe from day one. Taking inspiration from these brands, and 
joining them in their own space, means you’re meeting consumers where 
they’re now used to seeing and interacting with brands.

Challenge: While smaller, more nimble brands can often build scale 
quickly leveraging the biggest platforms in the DTC space, this can be a 
major challenge for bigger, legacy brands. Coming up against disruptive 
competitors, it’s imperative for them to  differentiate themselves and 
leverage their scale - something that can only be done with ready access 
to insight that gives them the upper hand.

http://customerthink.com/what-a-customer-first-strategy-means-today/
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INSIGHT IN PR AC TICE

Nike

Nike is one of the frontrunners for legacy brands moving into the direct 
to consumer space. 

The sports brand introduced its new brand Nike Direct in June 2017 as 
part of a major restructure to become “more personal at scale.”

Under this new umbrella, Nike’s moving into the DTC format, both 
across digital and physical stores. It’s keeping a focus on personalization 
and taking a step away from its traditional strategy of using wholesale 
retailers to peddle its products to consumers.

And it’s been a success so far.

In 2018, nearly a third ($10.5 billion) of Nike’s global sales were 
generated by Nike Direct.

The brand’s direct channels are enjoying far greater growth than its 
wholesale channels.

While its wholesale sales growth declined 6% in 2018, direct to 
consumer grew 5%.

The company forecasts its DTC sales will be $16 billion by 2020, an 
impressive upswing from the $6.6 billion they netted in 2015.

https://qz.com/1236255/nike-is-expanding-its-direct-to-consumer-digital-business-and-acquired-zodiac-an-analytics-firm/
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/inside_nikes_dtc_strategy/41536
https://articles.marketrealist.com/2016/03/nikes-focusing-higher-dtc-channel-growth/?utm_source=market-watch-headline&utm_medium=feed&utm_content=main_permalink&utm_campaign=nikes-focusing-higher-dtc-channel-growth
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And, in what should be a wake-up call for traditional retailers, Nike may 
look to stop working with a huge proportion of its distribution partners, 
going from its current 30,000 retailers to 40. 

In an innovative move, the decades-old business is disrupting itself, 
staying on top of consumer trends and inserting its brand where it makes 
sense to do so.

It shows that brands of any size and 
tradition can, with the right insight 
develop their sales strategies and 
challenge younger, more agile brands.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/pamdanziger/2018/12/01/nikes-new-consumer-experience-distribution-strategy-hits-the-ground-running/#7545c6d0f1d0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/pamdanziger/2018/12/01/nikes-new-consumer-experience-distribution-strategy-hits-the-ground-running/#7545c6d0f1d0
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The changing role 
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insight
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Direct to consumer brands own the whole customer journey. Leading 
players are also looking to increase the depth and frequency of 
engagement by building a wider ecosystem.

This not only means  taking full responsibility for their consumer 
research in their own category but in adjacent services where they 
want to add value.

Traditional behavioral data can no longer 
offer the depth and insight required to 
reach the human truths that brands need.

So what does actionable consumer insight look like in 2019? And how can 
DTC brands optimize their data-driven targeting?

Consumer data and DTC

Data-driven marketing is in a state of change. 

With new expectations on brands to deliver hyper-targeted marketing 
and the increasingly fragmented purchase journey, making strategic 
decisions based on impactful insight is a must.

This is especially true for direct to consumer brands, who take the entire 
sales funnel into their own hands and therefore need total, reliable insight 
into how to optimize the process for their customers.

This need for a truly consumer-centric approach means DTC brands need 
smart data they can trust.

https://blog.globalwebindex.com/marketing/consumer-buying-process/
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What smart consumer research tells you:

Who is it?

Demographics

Attitudes 

Interests 

Lifestyles

What do they do?

Online activities 

Media consumption

Online purchase journey 

Why do they do it?

Motivations 

Preferences

Perceptions

Opinions

How do they do it?

Social media usage 

Device usage 
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With this at hand, you can uncover the insights that matter and not rely 
solely on demographic and behavioral data to try to find a way to engage 
your consumers.

Because in 2019, that’s no longer an approach that works. 

But while expending resource on acquiring and analyzing data is an 
excellent policy, the resulting insights have to be implemented effectively. 
Only then can you expect to see a satisfactory return on your investment.

Here’s how to determine whether your insights are of the quality you need.

IMPAC TFUL INSIGHT

Targeted

Universal

Human

Brand fit

Brand fit 
Does it align with your

brand personality and

business objectives?

Targeted
Is it consistent with

your research into this

target audience?

Human
Is it a simple truth that is

human and easy to

identify with?

Universal
Can it be distilled into a

universal truth that speaks

to a wider audience?
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Forming detailed insights that meet this criteria can make a visible 
difference to your business, either by working to shift perceptions, or to 
solidify your identity to encourage loyalty.

Most importantly: they give you the kind of understanding of your target 
consumers that will allow you to form a direct to consumer strategy - and 
continuously optimize it alongside changing expectations and behaviors.

Personalization at scale

According to Epsilon research, 80% of consumers are more likely to do 
business with a company if it offers a personalized experience. And with 
the likes of Nike claiming to be turning “more personal at scale”, what 
does this actually mean for other brands in the DTC space?

Increasingly, brands are born DTC with this in mind. Feals is a new 
wellness startup in the fast-growing CBD space. It personalizes the 
dosage of its product for consumers based on factors such as weight, 
age and health condition, which determine the best outcomes. 

Co-founder Drew Todd states: “Our decision to go direct to consumer 
is a result of our focus on having just a maniacally fantastic customer 
experience; and I think that the only way that you can provide that is when 
you are controlling all of the levers.” 

With the ability to speak to each and every customer (and potential 
customer) on a one-to-one level - offering tailored experiences regardless 
of the size of your brand - your efforts are sure to drive the right return.

Achieving this takes shaping a value proposition that’s based on absolute, 
human truth.

https://www.slideshare.net/EpsilonMktg/the-power-of-me-the-impact-of-personalization-on-marketing-performance/1
https://fashionista.com/2019/03/feals-cbd-tincture
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-week/cbd-industry-perceptions/
https://www.dtcdaily.com/2019/03/rad-new-investors/
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Our research shows 14% of global consumers most want their favorite 
brands to provide them with personalized product recommendations.
Without insight like this into your target segments, it’s impossible to 
know where your consumers’ interests lie and what motivations are 
driving their actions.

GlobalWebIndex is the critical value 
builder for brands wanting to make 
this happen.

Its research translates attitudes, perceptions, interests and more to paint 
a full picture and lay the foundation for better strategies.

By combining expertise with insight, brands can disrupt and create 
new value for their consumers - all the while providing them with the 
personalized experience they now demand.
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PERSONA SPOTLIGHT

Millennials vs. baby boomers

Knowing what makes your audience tick is what drives an effective 
DTC model. Let’s take a hypothetical example.

You’re an ecommerce DTC brand, using a subscription model to sell 
health products. While your target audience is millennials, you’ve recently 
discovered that a large chunk of your sales are coming from the baby 
boomer generational group. 

To date, you’ve been pumping spend and resource into awareness 
campaigns, which, while successful, haven’t lead to increased sales. 

In order to drive sales, you need to know what kind of incentives would 
push an already engaged audience over the line to purchase. But not 
just any audience - your target group of millennials and your newly-
discovered superfans: baby boomers.Here’s how data provides 
the answers.

When shopping online, which of these features would
most increase your likelihood of buying a product?

Free
delivery

Easy retuns 
policy

Coupons & 
discounts

Millenials Baby boomers

55%

34%
42%

45%
48%

71%



Combining this with data on where consumers are most likely to research 
a product or brand can shed light where best to promote the incentives.

It’s clear from this data that both baby boomers and millennials are 
responsive to the above purchase incentives, with baby boomers 
indexing slightly higher overall.   

The data also shows the most effective approach for targeting 
baby boomers would be to promote free delivery through PPC 
and organic content. 

Similarly, it’s best to approach millennial audiences with free delivery 
deals through social media, PPC promotion and organic content.

Rich data like this means more informed targeting, enabling DTC 
brands to hone their marketing and messaging to minimize wasted 
budget and resource.

21

Which of the following online sources do you mainly use when you are
actively looking for more information about brands, products, or services?

Search engines Social networks Mobile apps

Millenials Baby boomers

15%32%26%49%60%51%
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It’s easy to claim many brands can benefit from a direct to consumer 
approach, but what does it look like in practice? And how can it be 
integrated into your business?

Steps to going direct 

01 Data, data, data - but the right kind.

We’ve established deep consumer insight is absolutely crucial for any 
brand, DTC or not - but it can’t be any old data.

GlobalWebIndex conducts a global survey that’s fully opt-in, leveraging 
its own panel of consumers (the largest in the world), to give marketers a 
true representation of their target audience. 

When you focus your efforts on a single source of great-quality data for 
your research, it’s much easier to get a clear view of your target consumer 
and what they expect from you.

02 Get under their skin.

Your DTC value proposition needs to be compellingly different, though 
likely complementary to existing retail channels. 

Using a reliable data source that goes beyond traditional demographic 
data allows you to truly map your consumers and what drives them. This 
kind of data goes beyond traditional demographics to look at: 

Behaviors and actions

Motivations

Interests and attitudes
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Having this kind of granular insight into your consumers means you know 
not only what they’re doing, but why. You can then communicate your 
unique value to them in the time, place, and way, they respond to.

03 Map their purchase journeys.

Purchase journey maps aren’t a one-size-fits-all; they need to be tailored 
to each consumer and continuously updated. This means you need to 
accurately track the steps your target audience takes.

A high-quality journey map uses granular data to track the needs, 
questions and requirements of a certain segment of consumers as they 
interact with your brand, and identifies the marketing touchpoints that are 
most important to them.

With the finished product, you can maximize the impact of your 
marketing knowing how to guide consumers through the sales funnel to 
the point of purchase.

04 Evolve your brand message.

An effective message is a crucial part of any brand, but none more so 
than DTC brands, as they market straight to their consumers without a 
middle man.

While it may sound daunting, if you have a firm grasp of your consumers’ 
profile and journey, steeped in insight, it’s easy to achieve.

With these assets, you can identify your USP for your specific target 
audience and use it to create a message that will resonate. 

Dollar Shave Club found sharp humor engages their consumers. 
Nike uses radical personalization for theirs – what’s the angle that will 
engage yours?

 

https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/customer-journey-mapping-guide
https://www.dollarshaveclub.com/
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05 Tailor the user experience.

Personalization has never been more important, and this rings especially 
true for DTC brands.

Being an integral part of the direct to consumer model, any brand looking 
to succeed must listen to its target consumers to know how to market to 
them directly.

Luckily, the beauty of DTC marketing is its flexibility and open 
communication with customers, giving you the opportunity to learn 
straight from them what they want.

Look to granular data from the consumers themselves to identify how you 
can become completely personalized in a way that will have an impact.

06 Measure the right metrics.

Many brands are guilty of looking at the same metrics for years at a 
time. But when you’re looking to change your marketing strategy, you 
must take a deep-dive into the motivations behind the metrics you 
currently track.

According to Big Commerce, DTC ecommerce KPIs should focus on:

Purchases

Repeat purchases

Average order value

Lifetime value of revenue

Match this list with your metrics of success and see where there 
are overlaps and where you need to rejig your reporting to get a 
comprehensive view of your progress.

https://www.bigcommerce.co.uk/blog/direct-to-consumer/#executive-summary
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INSIGHT IN PR AC TICE

Casper

“The average consumer spends just 15 minutes in a mattress showroom.”

With insight like this at hand, digitally-
native sleep brand, Casper, has been 
direct to consumer from day one.

The business idea is simple: consumers order a mattress from the Casper 
website, it’s delivered to them rolled up ‘burrito-style’ for ease, they try it 
out at home and can easily return it if it wasn’t for them.

While the brand has enjoyed great success so far, it hasn’t rested on 
its laurels. 

In a surprisingly groundbreaking move, Casper has gone from 
100% direct to consumer to a mix of being DTC and utilizing 
third-party retailers.

Casper mattresses are now available through outlets like Target and 
West Elm, and the brand has a permanent NYC store along with 18 pop-
up or temporary stores. 

So why would a successful direct to consumer brand decide to move to 
a more traditional offline-and-online business model?

“We discussed that we should offer the customer a full experience of 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/warrenshoulberg/2018/08/08/casper-and-mattress-firm-seem-to-be-going-in-opposite-directions
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both worlds, online versus offline, and I think that is something where 
everything needs to be flawless for the consumer,” says Constantin Eis, 
Co-Founder and Global Managing Director at Casper. 

“If they want to pick up the product at the store, great; if they want to 
have it delivered to their house, great. This is helping us manage the 
whole market.”
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The outlook for 2019 and beyond

While DTC was certainly a hot topic throughout 2018, it’s only set to grow 
in popularity.

According to a study by Ally Commerce, more than 57% of consumer 
brand manufacturers looking for great results are in the process of 
embracing DTC.

While many brands have come, conquered and been sold to large 
conglomerates, plenty are remaining true to their roots, focusing more on 
brand success than sky-high sales figures.

But there’s plenty of opportunity to do both.

A great example is Rothy’s - a brand that manufactures footwear out of 
recycled bottles. It’s unveiled that not only is it set to earn $140 million in 
revenue this year, it’s making a profit; something some DTC brands have 
struggled to do.

So what will support brands in making the direct-to-consumer strategy 
a success?

“Consumers are the pivotal focus for any brand,” says Piero Pavone, COO 
and Co-Founder of MainAd. 

“And while the implementation of the GDPR has given them more control 
over their data, shoppers are at the same time demanding an extremely 
personal digital shopping experience that requires greater data insights.”

https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2018/12/04/a-look-ahead-trends-driving-brands-to-prioritize-direct-to-consumer-in-2019/
https://digiday.com/marketing/like-reality-2019-hot-dtc-brands-face-pressures-prove-profitability/
https://www.globalwebindex.com/gdpr


As ever, knowing your target consumers well is crucial to determining 
how to reach them.

Did you know

With this kind of actionable insight, straight from the consumers 
themselves and available both on global and regional levels, any brand 
can get the full picture of the opportunity that lies before them in the 
2019 DTC space.

14%
want brands to 
offer personalized 
recommendations 
for purchases.

20%
would be motivated to 
advocate brand they 
have a personal, one-
on-onerelationship with.

75%
purchased a product 
online last month.

29
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Conclusion

As more brands actively pursue a DTC model, those that know their 
audience best will be the most successful. 

Effectively overseeing the consumer journey end-to-end is one of the 
biggest challenges facing direct to consumer brands. However, when 
leveraged correctly, it can propel the business forward.   

But end-to-end ownership comes with a responsibility to truly understand 
your customers. 

Here’s why

It creates opportunities for more authentic marketing communication.

It ensures less wasted resource because you know the audiences,     
channels and tactics to focus on. 

It drives a greater ROI, with a streamlined data process you can trust.

Going direct takes more than great products or past successes - it 
takes confidence, insight and innovation. 

With rich, readily available consumer data at their fingertips, any brand 
can take the leap, and make it work.

https://www.globalwebindex.com/


Get the tools to go direct. 
Find out more about 

your consumers.

Book a demo

https://signin.globalwebindex.net/
https://www.globalwebindex.com/book-demo
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